WEST RIDGE
1. Akasofu
2. Arctic Health Research
3. Biological Research and Diagnostics
4. Butrovich
5. Elvey
6. Irving I & II
7. Murie
8. Museum of the North, UA
9. O’Neill
10. Reichardt
11. Virology
12. West Ridge Research

UPPER CAMPUS LIVING
13. Chancellor’s Residence
14. Cutler Apartment Complex
15. Harwood Hall
16. Hess Village
17. Moore-Bartlett-Skarland Complex
18. Stuart Hall
19. Walsh Hall

HEALTH & SAFETY
20. Whitaker

SPORTS & RECREATION
38. Ice Arena
39. Patty Center
40. Student Recreation Center

GEIST ROAD
△ Shuttle stops

LOWER CAMPUS
21. Brooks
22. Bunnell
23. Chapman
24. Constitution Hall
25. Cooperative Extension Service
26. Duckering
27. Eielson
28. Engineering
29. Fine Arts
30. Gruening
31. Library, Rasmuson
32. Signers’ Hall
33. Wood Center
34. Lola Tilly Commons

For the complete Fairbanks campus map visit www.uaf.edu/campusmap/.

UAF is an AA/EEO employer and educational institution and prohibits illegal discrimination against any individual: www.alaska.edu/nondiscrimination/10/2017